Offshore Wind
Logistics Theatre

Global Offshore Wind 2019
UK is the leading the global market for offshore wind
– UK is the largest offshore wind market in the world with installed capacity, 7.9GW
– UK is leading on technical innovation – the first floating offshore wind farms in UK waters
– UK is exporting offshore wind goods and services to 22 countries – our expertise is in demand
worldwide
– The global offshore wind market is expected to be worth £30 billion a year by 2030
– UK is expecting to secure £5 billion of this as the dominant player

Global Offshore Wind 2019 – an industry owned event
–
–
–
–
–
–

Supporting the supply chain - generate more business interactions
Showcasing excitement and innovation in the sector
Multiple theatres and channels to present your expertise and experience
Outstanding quality and value – event run for the industry by the industry
Stronger message to UK and Global Governments and stakeholders
Global event with over 40 countries represented

Global Offshore Wind 2019 | 25-26 June | ExCeL London

2800 attendees
150 exhibitors
200 speakers
40 countries

Owners, Developers, Manufacturers & Supply Chain
Market overview
The offshore wind market is worth 30 billion in 2030 and requiring dedicated engineering solutions, investments, plant and
equipment coupled with logistical expertise
The heavy lifting and logistics industry requires a voice in the Offshore Wind marketplace.

Diversity across the sector
The Global Offshore Wind exhibition and conference attracts all tiers of the marketplace bringing opportunities for the Heavy Lifting and
Logistics supply chain to interact and present the integral role in delivering Offshore Wind for the future volume and scale.

Bridging all markets
With delegates, conference speakers and exhibitors from the worldwide marketplaces, the UK’s only dedicated offshore
wind exhibition provides international B2B networking and sales opportunities increased furthermore with trade
delegations looking to the UK and Europe to support home markets in Japan, China, Korea and USA.
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The Logistic Theatre
Interaction with customers and understand new opportunities.
RenewableUK is invigorating and encouraging the participation of the Logistics sector through an
introductory discounted exhibition package.

New for 2019, 26 June 2019
To encourage the presence and invigorate the role of heavy lifting and logistics in the worlds offshore
wind marketplace, GOW 2019 will opportunity for this sector of the supply chain to present to the
exhibition and delegates via the dedicated ‘Logistics Theatre’ – 20 minute presentations of the skills,
services, roles and achievements in Offshore wind and the importance of early engagement.

Prime location – open to all
The new Logistics Theatre is positioned within the exhibition hall and open to all event attendees. All
sessions and presentations will listed in the media pack with presentation notes available to the
attendees.

Logistics Exhibition & Theatre packages

Logistics Partner Package
(exclusive to two partners)
• Branded theatre and stage set
• Help shape and build the speaker programme
• Primetime speaker slots
• Exhibition passes for your team and customers
(up to 20)
• One conference pass
• All passes have access to B2B area
• 3x4 shell exhibition stand
(includes walls, carpet, lights, table, chairs and
cupboard)
Investment £10,000 ex VAT

Exhibit, speak and network
•
•
•
•
•

Prime time speaker slots
Exhibition passes for your team and customers (up to 8)
One conference pass
All passes have access to B2B area
3x4 shell exhibition stand
(includes walls, carpet, lights, table, chairs and cupboard)
Investment £4,710 exc VAT
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